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incurably afflicted with dropsy, at her mother's house, and
cruelly deserted by her worthless, drunken husband, who
cannot be traced. Four children, of whom she cannot
support one. Her own mother a widow, and wellnigh
destitute. Relatives all miserably poor."
"Billy", two years old, was the son of a woman who
attempted to drown herself and him and who . , . did
succeed in drowning the tiny baby at her breast. Of T. R.
(two months) these facts were known: "Mother died of
starvation and anxiety four days after giving birth to this
child. Father aged; afflicted with heart disease; utterly
broken down in health, and unable to work. Another child
at home, and all three actually starving. No relatives to
assist." Again, the case of J. B. (three months) was equally
tragic: "An orphan. Mother died in giving birth to the
little fellow. Father, a labourer, slowly dying. ... No home
for this child and a sister of eleven; no relatives able to
assist; both children admitted.55
Histories associated with the Girls' Village Home, the
Stepney Home for Boys, the Boarding-Out Departments,
etc., reveal conditions equally heart-rending. The case of
J. C. N. (four years), admitted into the Girls5 Village Home
in 1888, is no isolated history: "A bright, endearing little
creature, who comes from sad surroundings. Mother a
prostitute, living in a low public-house, in the tap-room of
which the little one has been made to stand upon the table
and recite low pieces or sing songs. Three sisters of the
mother also living a degraded life; grandparents abandoned
and worthless." The admission facts for three sisters entering
the Village Home are these:
"Actually homeless and destitute with their drunken,
tramping father and mother, and all literally without a roof
to shelter them. Have been sleeping, at night, for three
months under a holly-tree on a well-known race-course. In
the daytime they have wandered about where they would.
Parents, through drink, have sunk lower and lower and have

